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Inside the Warren Court
Narrative account, emphasizing notable events and
personalities within the background of the nation's
development.

The Bill of Rights
0

The Unpublished Opinions of the Burger
Court
The Code Napoleon and the Common-law
World. Edited by Bernard Schwartz,
The result is a procession of the jurists who
contributed to the development of American legal
thought and how that development played a crucial
part in the growth of the nation.

A Commentary on the Constitution of the
United States: Rights of the person: v. 1.
Sanctity, privacy and expression. v. 2.
Equality, belief and dignity
A concise historical survey of the evolution of
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From Confederation to Nation
Examines the Supreme Court's major decisions under
Chief Justice Warren Burger, and argues that Burger
failed to exert effective leadership over a Court split
into three wings, with a pragmatic center working
toward compromise

French Administrative Law and the
Common-law World
A companion to Oxford's The Unpublished Opinions of
the Warren Court, this book contains the draft
opinions that were prepared by the Justices in the
cases included, as well as a short historical preface of
each case and an analysis of the legal events
occurring after the drafts were sent to the Justices.

Decision
Therapists use words to help guide their clients
through difficult times, but where are the words that
can guide the healers as they develop professionally,
struggle with difficult cases, adapt to changing times?
Here, for practitioners and students, is a reference
work which contains the best thoughts of the best
thinkers in the field of psychotherapy, addressing the
breadth and depth of what it means to be a therapist.
Schwartz and Flowers have searched through
hundreds of books, old and new, as well as thousands
of journal articles, to find those words. The book is
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and includes
quotations, the authors' own "modest reflections,"
relevant case histories, anecdotes and references for
further reading. Clients can be difficult and
psychotherapy practice stressful. Keep this insightful
volume within easy reach--for inspiration, for
guidance, for sustenance.

Main Currents in American Legal Thought
The Brownsville/East New York neighborhood of the
1930’s, 40’s and 50’s is now but an almost faded
memory, a “time warp” as it were. Today it is a
neighborhood that has been eviscerated and exists
only as a geographic locale. Through the collective
memories of the famous and the not-so-famous, Jerry
Chatanow and Bernie Schwartz have elicited and
chronicled a treasure trove of anecdotes and
remembrances that bring back to life a once vibrant
and exhilarating neighborhood. The authors vividly
transport the reader back to a bygone era of street
games, egg creams, mello rolls and knishes,
patriotism at the home front, plush movie palaces,
the Dodgers, the Knicks, boxing venues, old time
radio and the neighborhood settlement houses with
its open doors waiting to welcome the teeming
masses. Anyone from small town or big city who was
ever enriched by the nurturing warmth, the loyalties
and camaraderie of a “neighborhood” will enjoy this
major contribution to the oral history of America. This
is a story told within the context of this country’s
transformation from “The Great Depression” to World
War Two to “Baby Boomer” prosperity. The authors
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A Basic History of the U.S. Supreme
Court
Thoughts for Therapists
A unique, entertaining and informative collection
offers lists of, and articles on, the ten best and worst
Supreme Court justices, decisions, lawyers, courtroom
movies, and much more, along with 150 trivia
questions and answers about the world of law. UP.

Who Is a Veteran?
This concise teaching tool offers: - a chronological
approach that shows the procedural course of
administrative law in actual practice - manageable,
practical length of about 800 pages, presenting
complete coverage in seven chapters - a broad range
of state cases, both classic and current - flexible
organization beginning with an overview of
administrative law and its agencies to allow
instructors to easily adapt the book to individual
course needs - balanced coverage that gives students
valuable exposure to the state level, where most
administrative law issues are handled in practice, in
addition to the standard treatment of federal law clear, accessible writing style that facilitates student
learning - excellent notes and explanatory material the original approach of the late Bernard Schwartz,
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Major changes
for the Sixth
Edition include: - new co-author J. Robert Brown, Jr.,
who brings valuable expertise in securities and
corporate law, including privacy issues and SarbanesOxley - full coverage of recent developments,
including the Department of Homeland Security and
the Homeland Security Act of 2002; the impact of
9/11 on rulemaking procedure (including the D.C.
Circuit decision in Jifry v. FAA); privacy and
administrative law, especially in the wake of SarbanesOxley; and updates on procedural due process, the
distinction between legislative and nonlegislative
rules, and Chevron deference - an examination-length
problem at the end of each substantive chapter, with
model answers in the Teacher's Manual - new and
updated cases, including American Trucking
Association v. Whitman, Mead Data Corporation,
Hamdi v.Rumsfeld, Jifry v. FAA, and Mainstream
Marketing Services v. FTC - fully revised Teachers
Manual

Another Time, Another Place
An Introduction to American
Administrative Law
American Constitutional Law
“Few outsiders have any realistic sense of the
innards, motives, rivalries, and fears of the Chinese
Communist leadership. But we all know much more
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McGregor’s
illuminating and richly-textured look at the people in
charge of China’s political machinery. Invaluable.” —
James Fallows, National Correspondent for The
Atlantic The Party is Financial Times reporter Richard
McGregor’s eye-opening investigation into China’s
Communist Party, and the integral role it has played
in the country’s rise as a global superpower and rival
to the United States. Many books have examined
China’s economic rise, human rights record, turbulent
history, and relations with the U.S.; none until now,
however, have tackled the issue central to
understanding all of these issues: how the ruling
communist government works. The Party delves
deeply into China’s secretive political machine.

The Code Napoleon and the CommonLaw World
Schwartz provides a masterly exposition of
administrative law through a comparative study of the
French droit administratif, arguably the most
sophisticated Continental model. As Vanderbilt points
out in his introduction, this is an important field that
involves much more than administrative procedure. It
deals directly with some of the most crucial issues of
modern government regarding the distribution of
power between governmental units, the resulting
effect on the freedom of the individual and on the
strength and stability of the state. Reprint of the sole
edition. "[T]his book represents a significant
achievement. Unlike so many volumes that roll off the
press these days, it fills a real need; and, though
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subject, it fills it extremely well." --Frederic S. Burin,
Columbia Law Review 54 (1954) 1016 Bernard
Schwartz [1923-1997] was professor of law and
director of the Institute of Comparative Law, New York
University. He was the author of over fifty books,
including The Code Napoleon and the Common-Law
World (1956), the five-volume Commentary on the
Constitution of the United States (1963-68),
Constitutional Law: A Textbook (2d ed., 1979),
Administrative Law: A Casebook (4th ed., 1994) and A
History of the Supreme Court (1993).

The American Heritage History of the
Law in America
An Introduction to American
Administrative Law
Explains how the United States Supreme Court works,
including how it selects and works on cases

Constitutional Law
Roots of the Bill of Rights
The Professor and the Commissions
From the Foreword, by Arnold Lazarus, PhD, ABPP: "I
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shudder when
I think
when I, as
a newly
minted PhD
in clinical psychology, was certified as competent and
qualified it is not farfetched to say I knew next to
nothing" "Newly minted" therapists aren't alone in
making mistakes, of course; even seasoned
professionals can benefit from discovering the 50+
most common errors therapists make, and how to
avoid them. Newly revised and updated, this
indispensable guide includes more case examples and
adds seven ways "to fail" with child patients, too. How
to Fail details how to avoid errors such as not
recognizing limitations, performing incomplete
assessments, ignoring science, ruining the client
relationship, setting improper boundaries, terminating
improperly, therapist burnout, and more.

Administrative Law
A young brother and sister try to rehabilitate their
father on their own after he slips into a drug-induced
coma and then emerges suffering from brain damage,
in a novel that addresses the crisis in authority and
faith in American families. Original.

Just Say Yes
A Commentary on the Constitution of the
United States
A judge-made revolution? The very term seems an
oxymoron, yet this is exactly what the Supreme Court
under Chief Justice Earl Warren achieved. In Bernard
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University of Tulsa College of Law, we get the first
retrospective on the Warren Court--a detailed analysis
of the Courts accomplishments, including original
pieces by well-known judges, professors, lawyers,
popular writers such as Anthony Lewis, David
Halberstam, David J. Garrow, and a rare personal
remembrance by Justice William J. Brennan, Jr. The
Warren Court: A Retrospective begins with an
examination of the Courts decisions in a variety of
different fields, such as equal protection, freedom of
speech, freedom of the press, and criminal law. The
work continues with The Justices, an intimate look at
the principal protagonists in the Courts operation.
Then, in A Broader Perspective, the book looks at the
Court from an historical perspective, demonstrating
its impact on the legal profession and jurisprudence,
its international impact, and its legacy. Both readable
and informative, The Warren Court: A Retrospective
provides an invaluable source for anyone interested in
the Court that did so much to change America.

Super Chief: Earl Warren and His
Supreme Court
A behind-the-scenes look at the workings of the
Supreme Court, between 1953 and 1969, under the
leadership of Chief Justice Earl Warren discusses the
members of the court, its operation, and the critical
judicial decisions made

A History of the Supreme Court
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A Book of Legal Lists
Originally published in 1955, this book presents the
workings of American constitutional law for a nonAmerican audience.

Speaking of Work
Who Is a Veteran? was written to help children learn
to read and to teach them about Veterans and who
they are. Learn what it means to be a Veteran and
why we honor them. The author, Bernie Schwartz, is a
Veteran of the United States Air Force and served in
Desert Shield/Storm.

The Warren Court: A Retrospective
The Law in America: a History
Whether he’s leading a company or leading the call
for a better nation, storied New York businessman and
philanthropist Bernard Schwartz believes in the power
of optimism. Bernard Schwartz has dined with world
leaders, cut a multi billion-dollar deal on the back of a
napkin, and led a Fortune 200 corporation. From
humble beginnings that saw his family moving
regularly from apartment to apartment to take
advantage of new lease discounts to his dramatic rise
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a major aerospace
the author’s
story is a narrative on the importance of character,
intelligence, and a lot of good luck. In a time when
stories about corrupt CEOs and unethical banking
practices flood the news, Schwartz offers the notion
that doing the right thing is a more rewarding road to
accomplishment, and that when applied for immoral
purposes even the sharpest skills will likely lead to a
fall. As Americans today await the return of economic
stability and politicians wage battle over the future of
government programs, opportunity seems out of
reach. But Schwartz, who grew up in Depression-era
Brooklyn, believes that there are steps we can take as
a nation to bring about a recovery and even growth.
As a child, he watched men dress for work each day
whether they held a job or not. He remembers the
widespread deprivation that filled everyday scenes
and the streets with breadlines. But he also recalls a
hopeful people; a citizenry united in the pursuit of
education, homeownership, proprietorship, and
community improvement. Today, he champions
investments in job creation, infrastructure,
technology, and innovation as the means to get us
back on track. With measured insight on the role the
federal government can play in creating pathways to
prosperity, the author discusses how the United
States can again be a land of opportunity for all. In
this inspiring example of a life well lived, Bernard
Schwartz invites readers to look at their own
opportunities, their own ideas, and even their fellow
Americans and Just Say Yes.

The Party
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clear and accessible casebook has illuminated a path
through the intricacies of Administrative Law for both
students and instructors. Now, under the direction of
Roberto L. Corrada (2000 winner of the prestigious
Carnegie fellowship for teaching), Administrative Law:
A Casebook returns in a revised, refined, and updated
new edition. As in previous editions, this exemplary
casebook emphasizes the basic principles of
administrative law in an accessible fashion: concise
and practical, it covers key topics in just seven
chapters clear and straightforward, it was written with
students in mind arranged chronologically, it mirrors
the course of procedure in actual practice organized
for flexibility, it begins with an overview of
administrative law and its agencies addressing state
law issues, In addition to standard federal topics, it
gives students valuable exposure To The arena where
most administrative law issues come up In the new
edition, changes, revisions, and improvements for an
up-to-date portrait of administrative law, including
new coverage of the Office of Independent Counsel
and Morrison v. Olson FDA v. Brown & Williamson, The
decision holding that the FDA does not have the right
to regulate the tobacco industry agency regulation of
cyberspace And The Electronic Freedom of
Information Act new coverage of the doctrine of nondelegation and EPA v. ATA Plus, revised and
expanded coverage of standing issues, welfare
reform, And The Chevron doctrine and its increasing
importance today

Swann's Way
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Joyce Carol Oates's classroom. Roxane Gay's dream
house. Billy Collins's New York City. Aimee Mann and
Jonathan Coulton's kitchen. Valeria Luiselli's writing
desk. Sloane Crosley's conference call. Alain
Mabanckou's Department of Human Resources.
Jonathan Ames's shrink's office. Jonathan Safran
Foer's Genius Bar. Joshua Ferris's America.What do
these places have in common? More than might
initially meet the eye. They're the spaces¿real or
imagined¿where thirteen remarkably talented and
original voices do their work. These writers, poets,
and singer-songwriters come together to give us a
guided tour through the places that inspire them.
There's mystery here. Dark confessions. Office
crushes. Tales of deals made, careers built and
broken, and the love and dread and hope of being at
work.Everyone works someplace. This group of
authors has created a place that is by turns hilarious,
illuminating, shocking, wonderful. It might make you
cry. It will certainly make you laugh. And you might
never see your own office in the same (fluorescent?)
light again.

How to Fail as a Therapist
The Great Rights of Mankind
When the first Supreme Court convened in 1790, it
was so ill-esteemed that its justices frequently
resigned in favor of other pursuits. John Rutledge
stepped down as Associate Justice to become a state
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Justice to run for Governor of New York; and
Alexander Hamilton declined to replace Jay, pursuing
a private law practice instead. As Bernard Schwartz
shows in this landmark history, the Supreme Court
has indeed travelled a long and interesting journey to
its current preeminent place in American life. In A
History of the Supreme Court, Schwartz provides the
finest, most comprehensive one-volume narrative
ever published of our highest court. With impeccable
scholarship and a clear, engaging style, he tells the
story of the justices and their jurisprudence--and the
influence the Court has had on American politics and
society. With a keen ability to explain complex legal
issues for the nonspecialist, he takes us through both
the great and the undistinguished Courts of our
nation's history. He provides insight into our foremost
justices, such as John Marshall (who established
judicial review in Marbury v. Madison, an outstanding
display of political calculation as well as fine
jurisprudence), Roger Taney (whose legacy has been
overshadowed by Dred Scott v. Sanford), Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Louis Brandeis, Benjamin Cardozo,
and others. He draws on evidence such as personal
letters and interviews to show how the court has
worked, weaving narrative details into deft
discussions of the developments in constitutional law.
Schwartz also examines the operations of the court:
until 1935, it met in a small room under the
Senate--so cramped that the judges had to put on
their robes in full view of the spectators. But when the
new building was finally opened, one justice called it
"almost bombastically pretentious," and another
asked, "What are we supposed to do, ride in on nine
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He includes
fascinating
asides, on the
debate in the first Court, for instance, over the use of
English-style wigs and gowns (the decision: gowns, no
wigs); and on the day Oliver Wendell Holmes
announced his resignation--the same day that Earl
Warren, as a California District Attorney, argued his
first case before the Court. The author brings the
story right up to the present day, offering balanced
analyses of the pivotal Warren Court and the
Rehnquist Court through 1992 (including, of course,
the arrival of Clarence Thomas). In addition, he
includes four special chapters on watershed cases:
Dred Scott v. Sanford, Lochner v. New York, Brown v.
Board of Education, and Roe v. Wade. Schwartz not
only analyzes the impact of each of these epochmaking cases, he takes us behind the scenes, drawing
on all available evidence to show how the justices
debated the cases and how they settled on their
opinions. Bernard Schwartz is one of the most highly
regarded scholars of the Supreme Court, author of
dozens of books on the law, and winner of the
American Bar Association's Silver Gavel Award. In this
remarkable account, he provides the definitive onevolume account of our nation's highest court.

The Powers of Government
The Sleeping Father
Traces the history of the Swann v. CharlotteMecklenburg Board of Education case from its origin
in Charlotte, North Carolina to the final Supreme
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The Bill of Rights: a Documentary History
Five volume set. 60203B v. 1--60203C v. 2--60203D v.
3 --60203F v. 4--60203H v. 5.

Administrative Law
The Ascent of Pragmatism
Schwartz, Bernard, Editor. The Code Napoleon and
the Common-Law World: The Sesquicentennial
Lectures Delivered at The Law Center of New York
University December 13-15, 1954. New York: New
York University Press, 1956. x, 438 pp. Reprinted
1998 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. LCCN 98-34100.
ISBN 1-886363-59-5. Cloth. $80. * Reprint of the first
edition, the work consists of the papers delivered by
participants in the conference sponsored by the New
York University Institute of Comparative Law to honor
the 150th anniversary of the French Civil Code, which
was the largest public celebration of the event in the
legal world. The papers deal with the influence of the
Code upon common-law countries in their efforts to
manage statute and case law and gives examples of
modern attempts at restatement of the law and
uniform state laws as examples of the effect of the
Code's coherence and logic. At the time of these
lectures Schwartz was Director of the Institute.

Placebo
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"Looking back at my work with the [special unnamed]
subcommittee [of the House of Representatives] from
the relatively calm perspective of a year's hindsight, it
seems clear that what most of the Congressmen
wanted was a 'safe' counsel--one whom they could
control and who could be relied on not to conduct that
most feared of all species on Capitol Hill, the
'runaway' investigation"--page [3]
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